Spotfire 11: Making Hyperconverged Analytics Real

Richer insights with immersive, smart, and real-time analytics

Spotfire 11 Mods
Spotfire 11 Mods are lightweight, fit-for-purpose, reusable, sharable analytics components that use all the power of Spotfire analytics. Similar in concept to gaming mods, add-ins that change characters and the game experience. Spotfire Mods bring new interactive visualization and user interface capabilities to the Spotfire analysis environment. Mods look and feel like native Spotfire functionality to all users. They work in any environment and can be easily shared across teams and organizations.

The newest evolution of TIBCO Spotfire software, version 11, transcends the flat analytics dashboard, makes hyperconverged analytics a reality, and empowers rapid creation of custom analytics applications. Hyperconverged analytics brings visual analytics, streaming analytics, and data science capabilities together in a seamless experience to deliver immersive, smart, and real-time analytics. Now every organization can discover the richest insights for smarter data-driven decision-making from any kind of data using best-of-breed analytics capabilities. Spotfire 11 analytics with new mods functionality lets you build custom analytics apps even faster. Spotfire Mods will radically improve the value and time to insights for business users.

What Is Spotfire Software?
The Spotfire platform delivers immersive, self-service visual analytics for everyone, helping generate insights from all kinds of data, whether at rest, in motion, or real-time streaming. It offers visual analytics, data wrangling, streaming analytics, geoanalytics, and predictive analytic capabilities packaged in a beautiful user experience. And it supports creating and sharing mods — components of an analytics app that tightly integrate with the UI and seamlessly leverage its power.
Immersive

The Spotfire platform is designed to deliver insights faster than any other analytics tool. Countless engineering hours went into aligning the experience with how people naturally interact with the world. Users can grab the data they want, look at it from different perspectives, and speed through views to discover relationships and gain insight. If they spot data quality problems, the software helps them fix the problems within the platform, while automatically capturing all the transformations without breaking the flow. This agile, automated experience is the foundation, allowing people to answer questions faster than they can think of them.

Direct Manipulation with Instant Feedback

Pliable Spotfire visualizations give users a sense of shaping the data with their hands, through a consistent interaction model and a tight action-response loop. Users focus on the analytical problems and interact directly with the visual representation of the data to mold it into insights.

Integrated Experience

Visual analytics depends on a whole range of workflows: accessing and wrangling data to make it all consistent and ready for analysis, using ad hoc analysis and analysis design, applying predictive models, sharing the results with others. Spotfire software responds to the iterative nature of visual analytics and allows users to perform all the key tasks without losing their flow.
Fearless Exploration
Spotfire software beautifully supports ad hoc experimentation through visual feedback. Actions are reversible, and can easily be reviewed, enabling users to ask any question and still feel in control. Fearless exploration means users can immerse themselves in insight discovery. Both visualization settings and data wrangling steps can be reapplied to new data.

Smart Suggestions
Spotfire software simplifies tasks by providing good defaults, applying heuristics and recommending actions based on context and available data. Beginners get started faster, and experienced users discover new ways to explore data. The artificial intelligence (AI) infused recommendations are never intrusive and always keep users in control, letting them focus on the goal rather than the software.

Multi-layer Maps and Instant Geocoding
When geoanalytics matters, Spotfire analytics offers a powerfully immersive experience. The software supports multiple map layers, and enables users to drag-and-drop data containing city and country names for automatic geocoding and reverse geocoding. From epidemiology to natural resource management, and from real estate to retail, geoanalytics helps generate insights and make predictions that would not be possible using traditional tables and charts. Spotfire map visualizations also enable non-geographical maps like process flows, site and floor layouts, and even very specialized use cases, such as visualizing spatial distribution of defects on a silicon wafer for semiconductor manufacturing or distribution of cell types in a sample in life science.

Contextual Conversations
Spotfire analytics makes it easy to share insights with anyone for collaborative decisions with one-click web publishing in dashboards. Threaded discussions, annotations, and filtered analytics views show exact context for the insights.

Inline Data Wrangling
As users ingest and interact with data, Spotfire data wrangling helps fix data quality problems, inconsistencies, and deficiencies right within the platform itself. Users don’t need to go outside the environment to prepare data before visualizing it. They can combine, shape, clean, enrich, and transform data, all while doing data exploration.
Automatic Dataflows
Spotfire analytics automatically captures all transformations and data wrangling steps and lays them out in the data canvas as a fully editable dataflow. Users can edit everything in the dataflow and share the steps for reuse with others in the organization.

Smart
Natural Language Search
With natural language search, Spotfire analytics lets people search in their own words by typing into the search bar to enable charts creation, get AI-powered recommendations, find data to mark, and launch tools. The search bar becomes the command-line from where you can drive the entire application.

AI-powered Insights
The robust and scalable Spotfire AI engine automatically identifies potential relationships to explore, offering guidance by suggesting best practice visualizations for illustrating the relationships for insight discovery. Relationships are presented in the context of what the user is doing. Users can discover trends, outliers, and patterns in any data without having to know its structure!

Predictive Analytics
Spotfire analytics has many built-in one-click predictive methods that are available to use for classification, clustering, and forecasting, making it very easy for anyone to get started with predictive analytics. Data and results can be visualized in Spotfire interactive dashboards, while the data science and underlying calculations can be done using the TIBCO Data Science platform or analytics from R, Python, SAS, and Matlab via TIBCO Spotfire Data Functions software. Additionally, you can write and manage scripts all in one environment with native R and Python bundled engines.

Real-time
Spotfire analytics brings real-time situational awareness about any operational system to users’ fingertips with first-class visual support of real-time data. TIBCO Spotfire Data Streams software allows instant access to more than 50 additional streaming data sources. With Spotfire analytics, you can combine streaming and historical data to understand the reasons for what’s happening in the moment, and take actions to change the future. Business intelligence can now address mainstream operational intelligence and IoT situations where the costs and risks are severe if data is not analyzed and acted upon as soon as it’s generated.
Analytic Applications

Spotfire software is a fantastic general purpose analytics platform for analysts and data scientists, and it can also easily be configured to give anyone access to an analytic application tailored to meet a specific need.

Without coding, analysts can build fit-for-purpose, data-driven applications to share with their colleagues. Developers who build analytic applications for specific industries and business functions can use the Spotfire platform to save time and get to market faster, instead of building analytics applications from scratch.

With rich native Spotfire data access, calculation and visualization capabilities, and specialized data functions and mods from the Spotfire community, building powerful analytic applications has never been easier.

Data Functions

A Spotfire data function is a lightweight add-in to the software that provides new data access, calculations, and data transformation capabilities. Analysts and data scientists get access to deep and specialized analytical capabilities from the Spotfire community that look and feel like native Spotfire functionality.

Statisticians and data scientists can easily build new data functions using R, Python, TIBCO Data Science (Statistica) software, MATLAB, or SAS, and share them with their team, organization, or the larger Spotfire community. Additionally, it’s easy to write and manage scripts in the Spotfire environment with native R and Python bundled engines.

Mods

The Spotfire Mods framework allows the rapid creation of lightweight add-ins, bringing new interactive visualization and user interface capabilities to the Spotfire analysis environment. Mods look and feel like native Spotfire functionality to all users. They work in any environment and can be easily shared across teams and organizations.

Spotfire Mods give analysts and data scientists access to a rich set of specialized visualizations tailored to their industry and their role from within an easy to use analytics environment.

Report and app developers who build interactive dashboards for executives and other business users can tailor their dashboards using specialized visualizations that resonate with their audience while simultaneously taking advantage of the data access, data wrangling, and interactive capabilities of the Spotfire platform.

A Web developer can easily build a new mod using Javascript/HTML by taking advantage of the many web-based visualization toolkits that are available in the software community.
“With Spotfire analytics, we’ve been able to pull years of testing data and see trends and demographics that allowed us to ask a lot of questions about that process. From those questions, we put together an impressive cost savings portfolio of opportunities to improve the business. We really couldn’t do that before, because of the amount of data involved.”

—Kevin Britton, Program Manager

### Features And Capabilities

#### Analytics

- Dynamic Queries
- Brush Linking
- Maximize/Minimize Visualization
- Search
- Line Similarity
- K-Means Clustering
- Hierarchical Clustering
- Data Relationships
- Regression Modeling
- Classification Modeling Tags
- R Data Functions
- Python Data Functions
- Statistica Workflow Data Functions
- Matlab and SAS Data Functions
- Natural Language Query
- Visualization Recommendations
- Data Action Recommendations
- AI-driven Insights
- Lists
- Custom Tools

#### Sharing and Collaboration

- Bookmarks
- Conversations
- Export to PDF
- Export to PowerPoint
- Export to Image
- Export Data to File (.txt, .stef, .sbdf, .xls, .xlsx, .xml)
- Annotations
- Library
- Custom Export

#### Data Access

**File Formats**

- Comma-separated Variable (.csv)
- ESRI Shape Files (.shp)
- Microsoft Excel Workbooks (.xls, .xlsx, .xlsb, .xlsm)
- Log Files (.log)
- Spotfire Text Data Format (.stdf)
- Spotfire Binary Data Format (.sbdf)
- Text (.txt)
- Import Data from Data Function
- TIBCO Spotfire DecisionSite Files (.sfs)
- SAS Data Files (.sas7bdat, .sd2)
- Microsoft Access Databases (.mdb, .mde)
- Universal Data Link (.udl)
- Clipboard
- Custom File Data Source
USDA

“One of the key things that attracted us to TIBCO Spotfire analytics was that it was easy to install, easy to create visualizations that people could use, and easy to learn on the fly. With the Spotfire platform, we haven’t had to work so hard to incite change.”

—Darryl Earnest, Deputy Administrator

Relational DBMS

- Amazon Aurora MySQL
- Amazon Aurora PostgreSQL
- Amazon EMR Hive
- Amazon EMR Spark SQL
- Amazon RDS MySQL
- Amazon RDS PostgreSQL
- Amazon RDS SQL Server
- Amazon Redshift
- Apache Drill
- Apache Hive
- Apache Spark SQL
- Attivio
- Brytlyt
- Cloudera Hive
- Cloudera Impala
- Cloudera Spark SQL
- Databricks on AWS
- Dremio
- Google BigQuery
- Google Cloud SQL for MySQL
- Google Cloud SQL for PostgreSQL
- Google Cloud SQL for SQL Server
- Hortonworks Hive
- Hortonworks Spark SQL
- IBM BigInsights Hive
- IBM BigInsights Spark SQL
- IBM BigSQL
- IBM DB2
- IBM Netezza
- MapR Hive
- MapR SparkSQL
- MariaDB
- MemSQL
- Microsoft Azure Database for MySQL
- Microsoft Azure Database for PostgreSQL
- Microsoft Azure Databricks
- Microsoft Azure HDInsights Hive
- Microsoft Azure HDInsights Spark SQL
- Microsoft Azure SQL Database
- Microsoft Azure Synapse Analytics
- Microsoft SQL Server
- MongoDB (Connector for BI)
- OData
- Oracle
- Oracle MySQL
- Pivotal Greenplum
- Pivotal HAWQ
- PostgreSQL
- SAP HANA
- Snowflake
- Teradata
- Teradata Aster
- TIBCO Cloud Live Apps
- TIBCO ComputeDB
- TIBCO Data Virtualization
- TIBCO Spotfire Advanced Data Services
- Vertica
Riteway Foods

“TIBCO sets itself apart with interactive visualizations and built-in predictive modeling. You click on a graphic and subsequent visualizations show which data it affects. It’s a wow factor that has set us apart. . .For our division, Spotfire absolutely paid for itself within the first year.”

—Elisa Westlund, Director of Insights, Analytics, and Marketing

Multidimensional DBMS

- Oracle Essbase
- Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services
- Microsoft Azure Analysis Services
- SAP BW (Netweaver Business Warehouse)

Streaming Data

- Apache Kafka
- TIBCO Enterprise Message Service
- JMS
- WITS, WITSML
- OsiPi
- IBM MQ
- MQTT
- RabbitMQ
- TIBCO eFTL
- Apache Hadoop
- Apache HBase
- Apache Cassandra
- Apache Kudu
- Salesforce Streaming
- Change Data Capture
- FIX
- Capital Market Exchanges

Applications

- Google Analytics
- Microsoft SharePoint Online Lists
- Salesforce

APIs

- ODBC
- JDBC
- OData
- Custom Data Source

Data Preparation

- Audit and Author Data Table Workflow
- Add Calculated Column
- Join Tables (Add Columns)
- Union Tables (Add Rows)
- Replace Data Table
- Split Column
- Replace Empty Values
- Change Data Type
- Replace Value
- Unpivot
- Insert Data Function
- Add Hierarchy
- Normalization
- Pivot
- Set Data Table Properties
- Set Column Properties
- Custom Data Transformation
Jetblue

“We set up a real-time data and integration platform using TIBCO technologies, so we have real-time flight and passenger information. . . . Other units heard about what we were doing and wanted to get on board. As it’s been catching on, we’ve grown the team, but we still only have about 10 folks supporting over 400 authors. Everyone in the enterprise is using Spotfire software to some extent.”

—Andi Azzolina, Director of Shared Development Services

Visualizations

- Table
- Cross Table/Pivot Table
- Bar Chart/Column Chart
- Histogram
- Line Chart
- Combination Chart
- Map Chart
- Pie Chart
- Scatter Plot
- Bubble Chart
- Treemap
- Parallel Coordinate Plot
- KPI Chart
- Waterfall Chart
- Trellis
- Pareto Chart
- Image Map
- Heatmap
- Graphical Table
- Bullet Graph
- Calculated Values and Icons
- Sparklines
- Summary Table
- Box Plot
- 3D Scatter Plot
- Reference Lines
- Curve Fits
- Custom Visualizations
- Visualization Mods
- Dashboard Layout
- Mobile Layout

In addition to all of Spotfire native visualizations available out of the box, numerous Community mod visualizations are also available for download on the TIBCO Exchange. These include a word cloud, Sankey chart, animated bubble chart, area chart, spider plots, with more being added continuously.

Analytic Applications

- Input Controls
- Scripting
- Document Properties
- Actions

Administration

- User Administration
- Configure SSO
- Manage Feature Access and Preferences
- Group Administration
- Monitoring and Diagnostics
- Automation Services Job Scheduling
- Scheduled Updates
- Manage Upgrades and Extensions
- Analyze User Action Logs
- Analyze System Logs
- Registering an API Client
- Manage Resources
Customization

- Embedding / JavaScript API
- Menu Add-ins
- Customizable Toolbar
- Custom Panels
- Custom Export
- Custom Sharing
- Custom Visualizations
- Custom Value Rendering
- Custom Data Sources
- Custom Data Functions
- Custom Data Transformations
- Custom Expressions
- Custom Curve Fitting
- Custom Preferences
- Custom Log-in Screen
- Custom Start Page

Scalable Architecture

Spotfire analytics supports the smallest implementations to the largest, most demanding global deployments with unparalleled performance, scalability, and security. Spotfire software is deployed in the world’s largest companies in Consumer Packaged Goods, Energy, Financial Services, Life Sciences, Manufacturing, and other industries. Administrators can be confident that business-critical analytical applications perform as needed using capabilities such as redistribution of resources for multiple workloads and SLAs, addition and deletion of nodes and service instances, and smart routing and resource pools. Spotfire analytics works within existing enterprise IT systems and security models and is backed by TIBCO’s global domain expertise and 24×7 customer service.